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We construct a topological spin liquid (TSL) model on the kagome lattice, with SU(3) symmetry
with the fundamental representation at each lattice site, based on Projected Entangled Pair States
(PEPS). Using the PEPS framework, we can adiabatically connect the model to a fixed point model
(analogous to the dimer model for Resonating Valence Bond states) which we prove to be locally
equivalent to a Z3 quantum double model. Numerical study of the interpolation reveals no sign
of a phase transition or long-range order, characterizing the model conclusively as a gapped TSL.
We further study the entanglement spectrum of the model and find that while it is gapped, it
exhibits branches with vastly different velocities, with the slow branch matching the counting of a
chiral SU(3)1 CFT, suggesting that it can be deformed to a model with chiral SU(3)1 entanglement
spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological spin liquids (TSL) are exotic phases of
matter where a two-dimensional quantum magnet orders
topologically rather than magnetically. Identifying TSLs
is subtle, as it requires not only to characterize the topo-
logical order but also to certify the absence of any kind
of conventional long-range order. An important tool in
the theoretical study of TSLs is the use of variational
wavefunctions, which allow for a more direct encoding of
desired properties and can be more succinctly analyzed.
The best known candidate for a TSL wavefunction is the
SU(2) Resonating Valence Bond (RVB) state [1] on the
kagome or other frustrated lattices. Its understanding
has been significantly advanced by considering quantum
dimer models, where singlets are replaced by orthogo-
nal dimers [2, 3], but their precise relation to the SU(2)-
invariant RVB state has long been open. In recent years,
Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [4] have been
established as a tool to study spin liquid wavefunctions.
In particular, they could be used to provide a unified de-
scription of the RVB and the quantum dimer wavefunc-
tion, thereby allowing to interpolate between them and
to unambiguously identify the topological phase; PEPS-
specific transfer operator techniques additionally allowed
to certify the absence of any kind of conventional order
in the spin degrees of freedom [5].
A key insight that is provided by these PEPS construc-
tions concerns the interplay between the physical symme-
try (SU(2) for the RVB state) and the nature of the topo-
logical phase (here, a Z2 Toric Code). Indeed, the fact
that PEPS encode properties of a wavefunction locally
makes them natural tools to study this question: For the
RVB, the local encoding of the physical spin 12 symmetry
gives rise to a Z2 symmetry in the entanglement degrees
of freedom [6], which is known to underlie topological or-
der and allows for the direct study of its ground space
and topological excitations [7]. Noteworthily, the Z2 or-
der must be of the Toric Code type: attempts to con-
struct RVB wavefunctions [8] (and dimer models [8–10])
with Double Semion order (a twisted Z2 model) break
the lattice symmetry (arising from a symmetry breaking
in the mapping from the dimer model to the topological
loop gas), and a no-go theorem proving an obstruction
has been found [11], relating to the half-integer spin per
unit cell and the resulting odd Z2 parity in the entangle-
ment. In light of this connection between physical sym-
metry and topological order it is natural to apply the
PEPS framework to TSLs with other physical symmetry
groups, and investigate whether these systems display
a similar interplay between local symmetries and topo-
logical order. The most promising direction is towards
spin systems with higher SU(N) symmetries, especially
since these systems have been realized in recent experi-
ments with ultracold atoms in optical lattices [12–14] and
theoretical and numerical studies have shown that they
potentially host spin-liquid phases [15, 16].
In this paper, we construct a SU(3) spin liquid wave-
function with Z3 topological order on the kagome lattice.
Specifically, we construct a PEPS wavefunction with the
following properties: (i) It has SU(3) symmetry with the
fundamental representation on each site, it is invariant
under translation and lattice rotations, and transforms
as |ψ〉 → ∣∣ψ¯〉 under reflection. (ii) The model is a spin
liquid, i.e., it exhibits no conventional long-range order of
any kind. (iii) The model has topological order and any-
onic excitations corresponding to the Z3 quantum dou-
ble model, arising from the conservation of SU(3) “color”
charge. (iv) The wavefunction is the ground state of a
local parent Hamiltonian and both the wavefunction and
the Hamiltonian can be smoothly connected to a fixed
point model with Z3 topological order, in close analogy
with the RVB–dimer connection. (v) The model has triv-
ial charge per unit cell (corresponding to an unbiased
mapping to the topological model), allowing for the pos-
sibility to construct a “twisted” version of it.
A natural question given the “chiral” transformation
property |ψ〉 → ∣∣ψ¯〉 under reflection is whether the entan-
glement spectrum (ES) exhibits chiral features. We find
that the ES indeed exhibits left- and right-propagating
modes with very different velocities, and the slow mode in
the trivial sector displays a level counting clearly match-
ing that of a chiral SU(3)1 CFT. Yet, we find clear evi-
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2FIG. 1. (a) The model is constructed from trimers |τ〉 which
are in a singlet state with representation Hv ≡ 1 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 3¯ at
each site (green dots), to which a map P• is applied which
selects the physical degrees of freedom from Hv ⊗ Hv. (b)
Mapping to a Z3 topological model: Each site holds a Z3
degree of freedom: one of two arrows or no arrow. The arrows
are pointing towards the 3 representation and satisfy a Gauss
law across each vertex due to the fusion rules of the SU(3)
irreps.
dence that the modes couple and the ES is gapped. How-
ever, under a specific deformation the chiral features be-
come more pronounced, and it is well conceivable that
the ES becomes chiral for instance as the deformation
drives the system through a phase transition.
II. THE SU(3) MODEL
We start by providing the construction of the model,
illustrated in Fig. 1a. We start from trimers |τ〉 built of
three “virtual” particles, |τ〉 ∈ H⊗3v , where each of the
virtual particles lives in Hv = 1⊕ 3⊕ 3¯. Here, the bold-
face numbers denote representations of SU(3), this is, Hv
decays into a direct sum C1 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C3, with u ∈ SU(3)
acting with the trivial action (1), the fundamental action
u (3) and the anti-fundamental action u¯ (3¯), respectively.
We will choose |τ〉 to be an SU(3) singlet. H⊗3v supports
a total of 9 singlets, namely one in each of the spaces
1⊗ 1⊗ 1, 3⊗ 3⊗ 3, and 3¯⊗ 3¯⊗ 3¯, and the 6 permuta-
tions of 1⊗ 3⊗ 3¯. We choose |τ〉 to be an equal weight
superposition of all singlets, with the following conven-
tion: The 6 states 1⊗ 3⊗ 3¯ together with the 1⊗ 1⊗ 1
singlet are combined with amplitudes ±1 to form a fully
symmetric state |S〉, the remaining states 3⊗ 3⊗ 3 and
3¯⊗3¯⊗3¯ are combined with amplitudes +1 to form a fully
antisymmetric state |A〉, and |τ〉 = |S〉+ i |A〉. The state
|τ〉 thus has a chiral symmetry: It transforms trivially
under translation and rotation and as |τ〉 7→ |τ¯〉 under
reflection.
We now arrange the trimers |τ〉 as shown in Fig. 1a and
apply maps P(α,β) to pairs of adjacent virtual sites, where
the parameters α, β ∈ [0, 1] will allow us to interpolate
between the fixed point model and the SU(3) spin liquid.
We first define the map P⊥ ≡ P(1,1) which projects the
two adjacent sites H⊗2v = (1 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 3¯)⊗2 onto the union
of the three components Hω = 1 ⊗ 3, Hω¯ = 3 ⊗ 1, and
H1 = 3¯⊗ 3¯. We will show in a moment that the result-
ing wavefunction is a fixed point wavefunction with Z3
topological order.
The interpolation in α is now obtained by adiabatically
removing the 6¯ component in H1 = 3¯⊗ 3¯ = 3⊕ 6¯, that
is,
P(α,1) =
[
1Hω ⊕ 1Hω¯ ⊕
(
α1H1 + (1−α)ΠH31
)]
P⊥ , (1)
where we have decomposed H1 = 3⊕ 6¯ ≡ H31 ⊕H6¯1 , and
ΠH denotes the orthogonal projector onto H.
At α = 0, we are left with P333 = P(0,1) which maps
into H333 = Hω ⊕ Hω¯ ⊕ H31 ∼= 3 ⊗ C3, where the first
tensor component transforms as 3, while the second com-
ponent labels which representation we consider, and thus
transforms trivially under SU(3). We can now remove the
C3 adiabatically,
P(0,β) =
[
1 3 ⊗ (β 1 C3 + (1− β) |e〉 〈e|C3)
]P(0,1) , (2)
by projecting the label onto the equal weight superposi-
tion |e〉 of the three components (with the phases of Hω,
Hω¯ chosen opposite, leaving P(0,β) antisymmetric). For
(α, β) = (0, 0), we can factor out the |e〉 and are thus left
with an SU(3)-invariant wavefunction (as the building
blocks are SU(3)-invariant) with the fundamental repre-
sentation at each site. Clearly, the two interpolations can
be combined into a two-parameter family, though in the
following we will only consider the presented sequence of
interpolations (1, 1)→ (0, 1)→ (0, 0).
Let us now show how to map the model with P(1,1) =
P⊥ : H⊗2v → Hω⊕Hω¯⊕H1 to a topological Z3 fixed point
model by local unitaries. To this end, let us first add
an extra qutrit (“indicator”) {|−〉t , |→〉t , |←〉t} at each
vertex, onto which we copy the information whether the
system at that vertex is in the spaceH1 = 3¯⊗3¯,Hω = 1⊗
3, or Hω¯ = 3⊗ 1, as shown in Fig. 1b (the arrow always
points towards the 3 irrep). Now consider for a moment
the scenario where we project all indicator qutrits onto
this basis (“classical configurations”). Given any such
classical configuration, the states of the virtual system
factorize into singlet states of the corresponding irreps
on the individual triangles, and can thus be brought into
a fiducial state by local unitaries controlled by the state
of the indicator qutrits, and thus effectively removed.
This operation can be done coherently, leaving us with
the indicator qutrits in a superposition of all allowed con-
figurations. The construction of |τ〉 ensures that around
each vertex of the dual honeycomb lattice, the number
of 3 (i.e., ingoing arrows) minus the number of 1 (i.e.,
outgoing arrows) is 0 mod 3. Associating the indicator
qutrits with Z3 variables (with arrows pointing from the
A to the B sublattice corresponding to ω = e2pii/3, the
other arrows to ω¯, and “no arrow” to 1), it follows that
the indicator qutrits which live on the edges of the hon-
eycomb lattice satisfy a Z3 Gauss’ law. In addition, all
allowed configurations appear with equal weight. Thus,
the wavefunction given by the indicator qutrits is the
wavefunction of a quantum double model D(Z3), i.e., a
fixed point wavefunction with Z3 topological order [17].
Having established that the model with P⊥ is a Z3
topological fixed point model without any long-range or-
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FIG. 2. Anyon-anyon and trivial correlations along the in-
terpolation (0, 0) ← (0, 1) ← (1, 1), cf. text, with ξ the cor-
relation length and λ = exp(−1/ξ). Data has been obtained
with bond dimensions up to χ ∼ 500 and truncating Schmidt
values down to 10−16. The data clearly shows that the SU(3)
model is in the D(Z3) double phase. The inset shows the con-
vergence of ξ for the parafermion (red) at (α, β) = (0, 0) as
a function of the inverse bond dimension 1/χ; for large χ, ξ
exhibits the linear scaling commonly found for PEPS in this
extrapolation, yielding an approximate value of ξ ≈ 1.77.
der in the spin degree of freedom (which we could factor
out), we can now use the interpolation P(α,β) to study
whether the topological order and the spin liquid behav-
ior remain present all the way down to the SU(3) point.
An important point is that along this interpolation, there
exists a corresponding path of parent Hamiltonians. Con-
tinuity of the Hamiltonian, as well as the 9-fold degen-
erate ground space in the finite volume (where the 9 lin-
early independent ground states are obtained by placing
strings of symmetry actions when closing the boundary),
can be established by showing that the PEPS has a prop-
erty known as G-injectivity [7] with G ≡ Z3, which states
that (i) the tensors have a virtual Z3 symmetry – in our
case, this follows directly from the fact that the number
of 1 minus the number of 3 of both |τ〉 and P• are 0 mod 3
– and (ii) there exists a blocking where the mapping M
from the virtual degrees of freedom at the boundary to
the degrees of freedom in the bulk given by a patch of the
PEPS is injective on the Z3-invariant subspace. We have
verified that (ii) holds on a full star using full diagonal-
ization of M†M [18] for all (α, β) except for (0, 0) [19].
This implies the existence of a parent Hamiltonian act-
ing on two overlapping stars, which changes continuously
along the interpolation and has the correct 9-fold degen-
erate ground space structure [5, App. D]. For the missing
point (α, β) = (0, 0), a Hamiltonian can be constructed
by taking the limit of the Hamiltonians for α = 0, β → 0,
which is continuous by construction [20].
III. NUMERICAL STUDY
Let us now study the behavior along the interpola-
tion. To this end, we use infinite MPS (iMPS) with tun-
able bond dimension χ to approximate the fixed point
of the PEPS transfer operator [21]. From the iMPS,
we can obtain correlation lengths ξg,η for general anyon-
anyon correlations through the subleading eigenvalues
λg,η = exp[−1/ξg,η] of the (dressed) iMPS transfer op-
erator [22]. Here, group elements g label anyon fluxes,
and irreps η label anyon charges. These describe differ-
ent types of excitations: Fluxes or visons correspond to
an incorrect relative weight of different singlet configura-
tions, and charges or spinons to a spinful excitation (i.e.,
a breaking of singlets); they are modeled by strings of
symmetry actions and irrep actions on the virtual level,
respectively. Composite particles of visons and spinons
possess a parafermionic e±2pii/3 statistics. The numer-
ical results for these quantities along the interpolation
are shown in Fig. 2. We find that for the first part of
the interpolation, (1, 1) → (0, 1), only vison excitations
acquire a finite correlation length. This can be under-
stood from the fact that projecting out the 6¯ component
in 3¯ ⊗ 3¯ = 3 ⊕ 6¯ decreases the effective amplitude of
singlets with 3¯ representations. In fact, these correla-
tions can be mostly supressed by considering a modified
model where P(α,1), Eq. (1), carries an additional factor
in front of the (1−α) term to keep the total weight of the
3¯⊗ 3¯ subspace fixed; we term this the 3¯-enhanced model
and discuss it in more detail in the Appendix. Along the
second interpolation (0, 1) → (0, 0), we observe that the
vison length does no longer grow (and ultimately even de-
creases), while the length scale towards the SU(3) point
is dominated by one of the parafermions. At the SU(3)
point, we find ξ ≈ 1.77 by extrapolating in 1/χ [23].
Most importantly, the extrapolation clearly shows that
the correlation length for χ → ∞ is finite, even if one
might prefer to take the precise extrapolated value with
a bit of care. The fact that there is no divergence in any
correlation thus proves that the system is gapped, and in
the same phase as the Z3 quantum double model, with
no anyons condensed [22, 24]. This is confirmed by the
convergence analysis shown in the inset, and is consistent
with a number of other checks [25]. For the 3¯-enhanced
model (Fig. 4a), we find a strongly decreased correlation
length along the α-interpolation, as expected. Surpris-
ingly, this effect is reversed along the β-interpolation,
and at the SU(3) point, ξ ≈ 2.64. Nevertheless, the re-
sults conclusively show that this model is in the D(Z3)
phase as well.
The fact that our wavefunction transforms chirally un-
der the lattice symmetry raises the question whether it
might display a chiral ES (i.e., an ES described by a chi-
ral CFT). We have studied the ES of the model at the
SU(3) point using an iMPS fixed point of the transfer
operator with χ = 59, using (i) exact diagonalization
on cylinders up to circumference N = 9 (which reveals
a 3-periodicity), and (ii) an iMPS excitation ansatz in
the thermodynamic limit (N = ∞) [21, 26]. The re-
sults for N = 6, 9,∞ are shown in Fig. 3, labeled by
their Z3 sector. On the one hand, one can clearly see
that the ES breaks time-reversal and exhibits clear right-
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FIG. 3. Entanglement spectrum of the SU(3) model, com-
puted from the iMPS fixed point exactly for N = 6, 9 and
using an iMPS excitation ansatz for N = ∞, labelled by Z3
symmetry sectors s = 0, 1, 2. Finite N spectra are trace-
normalized per sector, and shifted by the leading eigenvalue
in the thermodynamic limit. The gray stars indicate the lower
edge of the two-particle continuum computed from the s = 1
and s = 2 one-particle branches for N = ∞. The interac-
tions between the particles determine the finite-size energies
of these two-particle states; the fact that for N = 6, 9 we only
see the continuum around momentum zero indicates that the
interactions are attractive only in that region. The fact that
the N = ∞ quasiparticle-ansatz in that region yields results
close to the two-particle edge (as compared to the other two
edges) confirms this picture.
moving modes for all three branches. On the other hand,
it also becomes clear from the N = 9 and N = ∞ data
that the ES is gapped, with a much steeper left-moving
mode. (This is confirmed by computing the momentum
polarization [27] from the iMPS [28].) These features
become more pronounced when considering the ES for
the 3¯-enhanced model (Fig. 4b). In that case, the lowest
branches become clearly separated from the rest of the
spectrum, allowing to perform a counting of the spin mul-
tiplets. The results in the trivial sector are in full agree-
ment with the counting and spin multiplet structure for a
chiral SU(3)1 CFT for at least the first 5 levels (Fig. 4c).
Nevertheless, inclusion of the N = 9 and N = ∞ data
strongly indicates that the ES is still gapped.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented a PEPS model which
realizes a SU(3) TSL with Z3 topological order, and com-
prehensively characterized its topological and entangle-
ment properties. A number of questions remain: First,
it would be interesting to see whether twisted versions of
the model can be built without breaking lattice symme-
tries; this seems plausible given the unbiased nature of
the mapping to the topological Z3 model. Second, the
model transforms chirally under reflection, which seems
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FIG. 4. The 3¯-enhanced model. (a) Correlation functions
(cf. Fig. 2). (b) Entanglement spectrum (cf. Fig. 3). Here,
the finite N data in the trivial sector is scaled to leading eigen-
value 0, and the relative normalization of the other sectors is
shifted by a factor 1.5 such as to match the N =∞ data. Just
as in Fig. 3, we can see that the finite-size data only contains
the momentum zero two-particle edge. This, together with
the counting, suggests that the states on this edge will evolve
towards an elementary chiral mode when the state approaches
the critical point. (c) The multiplet of lowest eigenvalues in
the ES at k = 4×(2pi/N), N = 6 (ellipse in (b)), computed us-
ing two iMPS approximations with χ = 65, 111. We perfectly
recover the SU(3)1 counting [36] without having imposed any
symmetries. We also observe that the ES only depends very
weakly on the iMPS bond dimension χ.
unavoidable since different singlets in |τ〉 transform dif-
ferently under reflection (and removing either kind re-
sults in a critical or trivial model); it would thus be in-
teresting to clarify whether there are fundamental obsta-
cles for constructing a trivially transforming SU(3) spin
liquid. Third, the connection to realistic systems is up
for further study. In the case of SU(2), the motivation
for considering RVBs originates in the search for spin
liquids in (frustrated) Heisenberg models, and the ques-
tion arises how our PEPS construction can serve a sim-
ilar purpose for SU(N). Although the simplest SU(N)
Heisenberg models seem to form symmetry broken sim-
5plex solids [29], one can look for additional spin inter-
actions that stabilize spin liquids of the form that we
presented [30], or try to invoke the connection between
PEPS and two-body Hamiltonians through perturbative
constructions [31]. An alternative route towards exper-
imental implementations could be to devise schemes for
the controlled dynamical preparation of such wavefunc-
tions in e.g. optical lattices, using for instance the con-
nection between PEPS and perturbative constructions.
Finally, a natural follow-up question is to investigate
whether the model can be further deformed to acquire
a chiral SU(3)1 ES, e.g. by further increasing the weight
of the 3¯, and whether this happens at the transition into
the trivial phase, as well as to to better understand its
relation to other chiral models with SU(3)1 ES [16, 32].
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APPENDIX: THE 3¯-ENHANCED MODEL
In this Appendix, we describe the construction of the
3¯-enhanced model and provide numerical results on its
correlation functions, entanglement spectrum, and CFT
counting of the ES.
The model is constructed in complete analogy to the
original model introduced in the main text, with the dif-
ference that the interpolation P(α,1) is constructed such
as to keep the total weight of the 3¯ ⊗ 3¯ subspace con-
stant along the interpolation (in which we continuously
remove the 6¯ component in 3¯⊗ 3¯ = 3⊕ 6¯). Specifically,
this amounts to replacing Eq. (1) by
P ′(α,1) =
[
1Hω⊕1Hω¯⊕
(
α1H1+(
√
3− 2α2−α)ΠH31
)]
P⊥ .
(1′)
Correspondingly, P(0,β), Eq. (2), needs to be modified by
replacing P(0,1) on the r.h.s. by
P ′(0,1) =
[
1Hω ⊕ 1Hω¯ ⊕
√
3 ΠH31
]
P⊥ .
The analysis of the correlations, shown in Fig. 4a,
reveals that the modification indeed succeeds in de-
creasing the correlation length significantly during the
α-interpolation. On the other hand, we find that as
we approach the SU(3) invariant point along the β-
interpolation, the effect is reversed, and the final correla-
tion length at the SU(3) invariant point β = 0 is in fact
larger than for the original model, ξ ≈ 2.64. This can be
understood from the fact that the deformation increases
the weight of the 3¯⊗ 3¯⊗ 3¯ configuration in τ , which will
ultimately drive the system through a transition into a
trivial phase.
The entanglement spectrum of the 3¯-enhanced model,
shown in Fig. 4b, exhibits a much more pronounced dif-
ference between the left- and right-propagating modes,
suggesting that the model might eventually become chi-
ral when further increasing the weight of the 3¯ configura-
tions, possibly at the phase transition. The clearly sepa-
rated right-moving branches allows for the identification
and counting of the spin multiplets for a given momen-
tum k = 2pin/N , which we find to perfectly match the
counting of the SU(3)1 CFT. For illustration, the n = 4
multiplet is shown in Fig. 4c.
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